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On February 14, four volunteers worked a total of 12 hours, including Al Gillot,
Ron Pride, Doug Lane, and Joe Plunkett.

The top of the Goode monument has been lying on the ground like this for 80
years. It took six months of searching for us to find someone who would donate
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the time, equipment, and skills to lift the top of this monument over 15 feet in
the air so we could reset it in place.  We estimated the weight of this obelisk at
850 pounds.  

Walburg steel fabricator/artist Jim Steuwe agreed to take on this complex and
difficult task for us.  

 

On a previous visit we leveled the 7 tiered base. It was leaning sharply toward
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the gravesite.  Often, as a coffin decays, the grave collapses, causing
monument bases to tilt precariously.  In this case, this probably caused the
obelisk on the top of the monument to fall onto the gravesite. You can see the
ornate carving on each level. 

The two top layers were loose and not secured to the layer below.  Doug
scoured the surfaces to be joined before appyling epoxy.

Many tools and materials were needed to get the job done. 
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There are six tiers of marble sitting on the crosshatched limestone base. We
filled in the seams between each of the pieces with limestone mortar to prevent
water intrusion. The last top piece that we epoxied is a 3" tier that the obelisk
will sit on. It had been pinned to the larger ornate rose carved piece with a 2"
iron stud which had rotted and cracked the top. Expoxying these pieces
together should give the obelisk a firm base. Previously, nothing but the weight
of the obelisk secured it to the base. L to R is Al, Doug, and Ron.
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This tablet was broken in half.  We epoxied it together and supported the repair
with plastic lath and clamps until the epoxy sets and the lath can be easily
removed. This normally takes 24 hours. A sizable piece is missing. When time
permits we can search with a probe to locate missing pieces or fill in with
limestone pieces and mortar.
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We raised the base of this tablet by 8 inches. The tablet had fallen out of the
slotted base, so we used limestone mortar to reset it into the newly leveled
base.  The rope and stakes are used to maintain the plumb and will be
removed in 24 hours. 

On March 2, seven volunteers worked 21 hours, including Rod
Jones, Ron Pride, Rick Schampers, John Riddle, Al Gillot, Joe
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Plunkett, and new volunteer Nancy Weller.  Also, Jim Stuewe and his
crew, Archie and Craig, who provided the crane and their skills in

using it.

To start, we had to remove 20' of barbed wire and hog wire fencing to make
way for the crane to enter the cemetery. Here, John is scouring the base of the
obelisk for a good epoxy bond. Afterwards we set the 850 lb. obelisk upright on
plywood to await Jim Stuewe and his crew.
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Archie choked the obelisk with two slings so it could be lifted exactly vertical,  to
sit flush without tilting, when placed onto the base. Then he secured them to
the obelisk with a tie down, since they wanted to slip upwards due to the
tapered shape of the monument..
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Jim backed up the truck as Craig motioned him back. Archie kept the tie down
taut, and Joe worked the tag line.
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First we did a dry fit to make sure we didn’t need a lead shim. No movement
was noted once the weight was on the base, but we needed to make sure it
was still level and the base had not shifted. We bisected each of the two
complementary sides and measured with a level to determine that it was
exactly level as placed. 
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We were then ready to epoxy. We used monument-grade epoxy to butter both
surfaces. 

 We have been waiting almost three weeks for this day.  We needed the
temperature to be over 60 with no rain forecasted for a day before or after
application, and with wind less than 5 mph. And now we had it!
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With the epoxy applied and the obelisk is in place, Rick removed the final sling.
In the background, Joe congratulates Jim (in the orange shirt.) 

Jim, Archie, and Craig, well done! We are grateful for your help.
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The spare base that was lying near the Goode monument was relocated, used
as a grave marker near a large depression believed to be a grave with no
markings. 

L to R are Craig, Archie, Rick, John, and Rod.
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Two descendants of the Denson family: On the left is Nancy Weller, our newest
volunteer, who is interested in obtaining a Texas Historical designation for
Denson, and possibly creating an oral history with her cousin, Leonard Stojanik,
on the right. He is the landowner, and remembers going to a funeral here in
1946, when he was nine years old.  He recalls that the obelisk was on the
ground at that time. He gave us permission to attempt this job and we are
grateful to him. Thank you Mr. Stojanik!
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We are fortunate to have a volunteer with a commercial pilot's license and a
drone to boot! John flew his drone and took some great pictures of the
cemetery. This is the view looking east.

This is a view of the cemetery looking west.
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We reinstalled the fence on a peaceful and very productive morning in March.
Thanks to our friends, Jim Stuewe, Archie, and Craig. Thanks to Mr. Stojanik
and all our volunteers. Y'all make a difference.
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